Effect of the herpes simplex virus genome on the response of infection to corticosteroids.
The type and severity of ocular herpetic disease, as well as the pattern of recurrence, have been shown to be determined by the virus genome. We infected rabbit eyes with two closely related recombinant strains of herpes simplex virus type 1 and treated one half of the eyes in each group with corticosteroids before or immediately after virus inoculation. The severity of disease in the first week was similar in the treated and untreated eyes infected with the F(MP)F strain; however, with F(MP)E infection, the disease in the treated eyes was significantly worse than the disease in the untreated eyes. Cultures of corneal virus showed similar titers in all of the groups, but cultures of trigeminal ganglia indicated that increased severity of disease did not result in an increased tendency toward ganglionic colonization. The results suggest that the response to corticosteroids is another factor that is determined by the genetics of the infecting virus, but that there is no correlation between worsening of disease with corticosteroid treatment and the establishment of virus latency.